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Neuhaus Consulting GmbH

Best Practice Project Management

since 1998
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Achieving project goals - ensuring project success.

Getting Things done!

This requires people who roll up their sleeves 
and simply tackle the things.

With a sense of proportion, with a lot of 
expertise and often with a lot of persistence.

Always though with a sense of positive
communication and with the human "factors" 
in project management.
In order to bring your projects easier to the 
finish line, you do not have to constantly 
reinvent the wheel of project management, 
you simply have to use it well oiled.
Our project management professionals, who 
operate according to international project 
management standards, pep in your projects, 
do the work and ensure a smooth operation.

This is our profession and our passion!
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Pragmatic, involved, implementation-oriented

Our Mission

Making customers’ projects easy and 

simply getting things done: motivate, 

structure and implement.

Our Vision

We provide high-quality project 

management solutions. Just as 

our customers need them.
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The Team of Managing Directors at Neuhaus
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Michael Stockhausen

With high and targeted project management 

competence, Mr. Stockhausen supported national and 

international large-scale projects in various industries in 

a wide variety of roles.

He has been Managing Director of Neuhaus Consulting 

since 2022.

Susanne Neuhaus

Getting Things Done!

Accompanied by the motto "do not know better, but 

simply getting things done", Ms. Neuhaus has many 

years of experience as a project manager and project 

coach in strategic organisational and IT projects.

She has been Managing Director of Neuhaus

Consulting since 1998.
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Location Neuhaus Headquarters

Bonn Offices

The company headquarters of Neuhaus Consulting is 

nestled on the banks of the Rhine in the "Bonner 

Bogen". At the beginning of 2016, it was relocated from 

Königswinter to the newly developed “Rheinwerk 3” in 

the district Bonn Beuel.

Our specially furnished premises overlooking the Rhine 

act as company headquarters and office location for 

all central functions. It is our primary contact address.

Our location is easy to reach by car as well as by public 

transport - our facilities are only five minutes away from 

the bus stop.

Neuhaus Consulting GmbH, Joseph-Schumpeter-Allee 

31, 53227 Bonn, Germany

Phone +49 228 981484-0 Fax +49 228 981484-29
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Location Neuhaus Campus Königswinter

Location Neuhaus Campus

Since the beginning of 2022, Neuhaus has been using 
the Neuhaus Campus, a very unique location in the 
Wintermühlenhof in Königswinter, which serves primarily 
for internal and external events and meetings for 
employees as well as customers and business partners.

In addition, these extraordinary premises for both 
individual and group coaching sessions offer the best 
opportunities for effective learning and working in a 
pleasant atmosphere.

Our in-house training series on trends and current topics 
in the national and international project management 
landscape are now also held here.

Location

The Wintermühlenhof is a heritage-listed courtyard 
complex on the southern slope of the Petersberg and is 
located one kilometre east of Königswinter city centre.

Address:

Neuhaus Campus

Wintermühlenhof 6

53639 Königswinter

Phone +49 2223 9062-818
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Kindly and straightforward we roll up sleeves and just do the work.

Instead of only leaving behind concepts, we create rapid functioning solutions. 

. 

We are Neuhaus – A strong team at your side.

7
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Project Management as a motor for your success.
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Project portfolio management

Provide transparency in complex 

projects

Manage development projects

Manage innovative and disruptive IT 

development projects safely and 

properly

Manage merger and migration projects

Ensure adherence to deadlines and 

budgets in IT mergers and migrations

Manage organisational projects

Delivering organisational change 

efficiently and in a good mood to the 

finish line
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Conceptual design

Business Analytics

Project/ Program/ Portfolio 
Management

We ensure the success of your project.

Project Firefighters

Project Reorganisation

Test & Quality 
Management

Project Review

Operational PM 
(classic & agile)

PMO / Project-
Controlling

Best-Practice-Trainings 
& Coaching

Master of Meeting

7
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C:
How do we get there?
Adapt project tools & plans to 
the customer

B:
Where do we want to go?
Develop requirements together

D:
Are we on track?
Create transparency for the customerA:

Where are we?
Clarify requirements

The Neuhaus Procedere for successful PM.
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Our core competence: Project Management

In the center of our work is the "magic triangle" of cost, 

time and performance, to bring your projects to the finish 

line.

Methods and tools include:

• Calculation:

Cost estimates, utility analysis, overall cost planning

• Budget monitoring:

Earned Value analysis, cost trend analysis, escalation

reports

• Project planing & -scheduling:

Phase planning, milestone planinng, schedule

controling, resource planinng

• Contract management: 

Configuration management, claim management, 

change management 

• Project reporting:

Problem- & change reports, result assurance, status

reports

• Cut Over Management

• ServiceNow Project Management

Requirements management, project leadership, 

governance of design and delivery teams
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Our business analysts are distinguished in listening, 

questioning, understanding, structuring and 

documenting.

They represent the link between business and IT 

teams. 

Tasks are, amongst others:

• Identify, verify, validate, manage and 

communicate requirements

• Manage changes in requirements

• Perform As-Is analysis

• Define, validate and monitor objectives

• Draft solution designs

• Create business cases

• Analyze and model business processes

• Optimize business processes

• Implement new processes

• Create functional designs

Conceptual Design/Business Analytics
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We support your project by setting up, managing 

and collaborating in the project management 

office PMO as the central entity. Employees in the 

PMO maintain project plans, collect status 

information and moderate project meetings.

Methods and tools of our projekt management 

office PMO are e.g.

• Project planning: 

Phases- and milestone planning, project 

structuring, schedule and deadline planning, 

resource and operational resources planning

• Project controlling: 

Risk management, stakeholder analysis, benefits 

and economic viability, cost trend analysis, 

earned value analysis, milestone trend analysis

• Projectreporting: 

Status and escalation reports, problem- and 

change reports, monthly cost & cost sum, 

recording results, contact lists, status reports, 

cost- and forecast reporting

Project Managemen Office - PMO
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Project Firefighters

Quick solutions for difficult situations!

„Thinking and getting on with it!”

Our project professionals respond quickly and 

calmly and act always allegiantly in stormy times.

We can help you immediately 

• when projects have fallen behind schedule

• when positions in project management, in 

subprojects or the project management office 

are vacant

• When employees are absent in the current 

project

• when projects go out of budget or schedule

• when projects needs to be reorganised and 

“cleaned up”

• when a complete relaunch in your project is 

on the agenda
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Project, Program & Portfolio Management

On the way to the lived enterprise „Management by

Projects“ - we support you in:

• Development of project management structures

• Implementation of (major) projects

• Demand-oriented project planning and control

• Conflict-free coordination of all instances

• Efficient meeting management in projects

• Cross-phase training & team coachings

• Development & operation of PMO‘s

• Efficient & effective implementation of program

management

• Alignment of your project portfolio with your

corporate goals

• Presentation of your multi project environment

• Implementation of IT service management 

solutions with ServiceNow

A holistic approach, to increase the transparency of 

your multi-project environment!
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Our specialists support projects with a systematic 

approach, in testing and quality management.

This includes:

Test management, test planning, test controling

• Integration of test processes into the entire 

software development lifecycle

• Integrated tool-support throughout the test 

lifecycle

• Professional test environments and test data

• Testing as management discipline

Quality management, -planning, -and -assurance

• Definition of quality criteria

• Planning of concrete quality activities, such as

audits, process documentation, constructive 

and analytical measures (such as project 

target definition or requirements analysis)

• Test plan

• Planning review

14

Test- and Quality Management
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Training & Coaching

Be proficient – become even better!

Our PM training & -coachings are based on 

international standards and will be managed by 

experienced project managers and coaches.

Individual coaching

• Preparation for new tasks in project 

management

• Deepening your soft skills

Team coaching

• Support in M&A processes

• so that all speak the same language in your 

team

• to bring your project forward by guided

workshops

Trainings

• so that all speak the same language in your 

company

• to deepen individual areas of project 

management
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Well established with our customers across all sectors.

18
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You can rely on us

It is not your problem,

it‘s our job!
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Contact us.

Neuhaus Consulting GmbH

Joseph-Schumpeter-Allee 31

53227 Bonn

+ 49 228 981484-0

info@neuhaus-consulting.de

www.neuhaus-consulting.de

Professional Services

Julia Enskat
Phone +49 228 981484-14
Mobil   +49 173 7115510
j.enskat@neuhaus-consulting.de 

As of: 20 June 2022 18

Staff Services

Anne-Marei List
Phone  +49 228 981484-13
Mobil    +49 152 28915193
a.list@neuhaus-consulting.de 


